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1. Lohman explains that she omitted certain prominent American flavors (like
chocolate) because so much information already exists. What else do you think
influenced her to select the eight flavors featured in the book? Are there any
classic American flavors you can think of that were not featured?
2. Each chapter of the book is devoted to a unique flavor. Which story did you
find the most interesting and why?
3. Did you have prior knowledge of any of the flavors in this book? What is one of
the most surprising things you learned after reading it?
4. Do you agree with Lohman’s statement that American cuisine is “the most
complex and diverse cuisine on the planet”?
5. Did this book change the way you think more about some common American
dishes? Did it make you more likely to try certain food described in the book?
6. What are some flavors or ingredients that have become popular recently?
Do you think that Lohman’s list of the eight most important flavors in American
cuisine might change in the future?

